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Abstract

CPU resource of a computer has a case of using
all the power and a slight amount of the power, ac-
cording to time and circumstances. A company wants
to buy CPU resource when large-scale processing or
processing of emergency is performed, and wants to
sell CPU resource when it uses a slight amount of the
power. The way of marketing an electronic auction is
performed actively. In a general way of auction, it has
problem that the auctioneer finds out identity of bids.
In case an auction is performed among companies, it
can not make use of the auction with a sense of secu-
rity unless such problem is solved. Since, if a company
bids, a trend of the company leaks out as a company
secret from the bid price whether it goes through or
not. Moreover, if a company finds out that the trad-
ing partner is rival company, there is possibility of ad-
verse effect to the auction. In this paper, we describe
a set of protocols of CPU resource electronic double
auction system among companies for protect identity
of bid from other companies and the auctioneer by us-
ing Secret Sharing Scheme, public key encryption, and
particular method for sending data.
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1 Introduction

CPU resource of a computer has a case of using all
the power and a slight amount of the power, according
to time and circumstances. Thus research on utiliza-
tion of idle CPU resource is increasing in recent years,
suchlike grid computing [1].

As a general trend, company has large-scale CPU
resource and there are often two distinguishing situ-
ations. One is a case of using all the power when
large-scale processing or processing of emergency is
performed, in this instance the company wants to buy
CPU resource from other companies at a low price to
speed up processing. The other is a case of using a
slight amount of the power, in this instance the com-
pany wants to sell idle CPU resource for profit.

In the way of marketing, an auction is the best
mechanism for price setting since a product of the

auction can be sold at a price determined by inter-
actions in the auction. Moreover, the Internet is the
most suitable for carrying out a real time auction since
participants can bid anytime regardless of a particu-
lar place. Therefore, at present an electronic auction
spread. However, an auction has problem of leaking
of personal information from bid history or a corrupt
auctioneer.

Especially in case trading among companies, it is
necessary to conceal identity of a bid for protecting
an intellectual property. Since a company must not
know worth of CPU resource needlessly. Moreover, it
is necessary to conceal trading partner too. Since if
it turns out that a trading partner is a rival company,
there is possibility of adverse effect to the auction. On
the other hand, buying and selling prices are published
to all participants since trading are made easy to do.

Kikuchi et al. [2], propose anonymous protocols
based on a multiparty secret computation protocol [3].
This auction protocol is based on that identity of seller
is known by the auctioneer, and bid price distribution
is concealed to the auctioneer and all participants. In
double auction, both seller’s identity and buyer’s iden-
tity should be concealed, and bid price distribution is
published to all participants. Therefore, this protocol
is not able to use double auction system.

In this paper, we describe a set of protocols of CPU
resource electronic double auction system among com-
panies for performing protected identity of bid. An
identity means the thing of what can be specified a
participant, such as IP address, account which was as-
signed by the auctioneer and so on, in paper.

In our system, there are four features.
First, the system conceals an identity of bid from the
auctioneer and all participants of the auction. Second,
the system publishes selling and buying price distri-
bution to all participants. Third, the system makes
known an identity of participant whose trading was de-
cided to only the auctioneer. Fourth, the system con-
ceals trading partner from a participant whose trading
was decided.

For realizing these terms, the following things are
required.
· A bid data, which is sent when a participant bid,



has the feature that the bid-price is found out and the
identity can not be found out. Moreover when trading
goes, only the auctioneer finds out the identity.
· It is necessary to change a method of sending bid
data, since by using a usual auction method an identity
of the bidder founds out from IP address.
· It is necessary to work out the way of processing
using the bought CPU resource.

These tasks are realized by using Secret Sharing
Scheme (SSS), public key encryption, and particular
method for sending data. At the following section, we
describe details of the auction-protocol.

2 Proposed Protocol

2.1 Auction Style

We consider an electronic double auction formed
by the auctioneer and participants registered by the
auctioneer.

A participant can bid a selling and buying price
and cancel a previous bid any time one likes. A par-
ticipant sends these orders to the auctioneer as a bid.
The auctioneer publishes selling and buying price dis-
tribution obtained from these bids to all participants,
and selects pair of bid to trade.

In case a trading goes through, only the auctioneer
can know identity of the pair of bids, and a participant
can know his bid were decided except identity of his
trading partner.

In order to conceal a trading partner, the following
procedure is done. A participant which bought CPU
resource from other participant hands over a process
to the auctioneer, and a seller participant receive the
process from the auctioneer and return the result to
the buyer participant through the auctioneer.

In this auction, volume of CPU resource is defined
as Bi which is possible number of processing which was
decided beforehand in a unit of time. Bi is assigned
interger value.

2.2 Bid data

A selling or buying bid data is sent to the auction-
eer. If the bid data includes identity of the bidder, the
auctioneer finds out it. Therefore, it is necessary to di-
vide the bid data into a price-data, denoted by p-datai,
including selling or buying price from an identity-data,
denoted by i-datai including account, denoted by aci,
which was assigned by the auctioneer. A p-datai is
sent to the auctioneer (i ∈ N :N is a set of partici-
pants). The auctioneer selects trading partners from
p-datai. But an i-datai can not afford to be sent to
the auctioneer, since auctioneer finds out identity of
bid. Therefore, an i-datai is kept by participant.

If a bidder own self i-datai, there is fear, such as
a participant who is not bidding the selected bid in-
sists on his bid, and a participant who bided the se-
lected bid erase the i-datai for misbehave. Therefore,
an i-datai is kept by all participants. But in this way,
they can see i-datai of other participant. Though a
bidder encrypts a i-datai with a public key of the auc-
tioneer, a participant can see i-datai of others by at
most one participant cooperates with the auctioneer.
Therefore, a bidder encodes the aci into multiple dis-
tributed codes by SSS.

2.3 (k, n) threshold SSS

(k, n)threshold SSS make the number of n dis-
tributed data, denoted by wj(1 ≤ j ≤ n), from secret-
data [4]. It has a feature that if the number of k or
more of wj are collected the secret-data can restore,
but in case less than the number of k it can not restore
even partial information of the secret-data.

A bidder makes the number of n i-datais, denoted
by Wij , including one of wij which is distributed from
aci, and one of them own himself and remainder sends
to other participants.

Figure 1A shows destination of p-datai and Wij .

Figure 1: A:Destination of p-datai and Wij . B:Method
for sending data

It is impossible that restore variable aci of other
participant unless the number of k or more partici-
pants cooperate and misbehave by using this method.

Figure 2 shows image of this method.
This algorithm is shown below. A bidder obtains

the j-th distributed data (wij), by evaluating a k − 1
polynomials of the form

f(x) = a + r1x + r2x + ... + rk−1x
k−1 (mod p)

at x = j :
wij = f(j)

where p is a large prime number greater than any of the
coefficients and is made available to all participants



sign type explanation

aci integer value of optional digit identity of a participant which was assigned by the auctioneer
Bi integer value possible number of processing which was decided beforehand

pricei integer value selling or buying bid price
M1i string result from SHA algorithm of a bid time and aci

M2i string result from SHA algorithm of M1i

p-datai {M1i, Bi, pricei} be sent to the auctioneer
wij integer value of destributed data of aci by using SSS
Wij {M2i, wij} be sent to other participants

Table 1: Contents of data

Figure 2: image of using SSS

and the auctioneer, and the coefficient a is account of
the bidder while other coefficients r1, r2, ..., rk−1 are
all randomly chosen. Wij includes one of these wij .

When a trading goes through and the auctioneer
collects the number of k or more of Wijs, it can recon-
struct the original polynomial by solving a set of lin-
ear equations over a finite field GF (p). Assume that
the auctioneer collects the number of k wijs, which
is wi1, wi2,

� , wik, from the number of k Wijs. The
original polynomial f(x) can be restored by Lagrange
interpolation.

f(x) =

k∑

i=1

(wi ·

k∏

j=1,j 6=i

x − j

i − j
) (mod p)

The variable aci can be restored by calculating f(0).

2.4 Marks

When the auctioneer collects Wij , a mark which
associates a p-datai with Wij is necessary. The auc-
tioneer selects trading partners from p-datai and when
pair of bids are selected, and collect the Wij based on
this mark.

On the other hand a participant cancels a bid, a
mark which associates a cancel order with bid is nec-
essary too.

If these marks are equal, a participant can cancel a
bid of other participant since participant has a mark of
others Wij . Therefore, these two makes have to differ-
ent things. Moreover, it is necessary to be connected
with two marks.

These two marks must not overlap with it of other
participants. Since, if same marks exist in database
of the auctioneer, the marks can not be recognized.
Therefore, these two marks are assigned a value of
one-way function.

This algorithm is shown below. First, a bidder cal-
culates the value, denoted by M1i, from SHA algo-
rithm, which is one-way function, of a present time
and his account. Next, bidder calculates the value, de-
noted by M2i, from SHA algorithm of the M1i. M1i

and M2i are assigned by string. M1i is attached to
p-datai and M2i is attached to Wij . In case cancel
a bid, it is necessary to M1i. A participant can not
cancel bid of other participant by using this method,
since it is very difficult to calculate M2i from M1i.
When a trading goes through, the auctioneer collects
Wij based on a value (M2i) from SHA algorithm of
the M1i which is attached p-datai.

Table 1 shows compilation of these data.

2.5 Method for sending data

When a participant sends p-datai to the auction-
eer, the data is sent to the auctioneer not directly
but through several participants selected at random.
Since, if the data is sent to the auctioneer directly like
Figure 1A, the auctioneer finds out the identity of the
sender.

If a number of roam participants is decided, the
original sender is found out from the number. There-
fore, the number is decided from probable. Moreover
time limit of roam participants is set, since it has pos-
sibility that the p-datai is hard to be sent to the auc-
tioneer.

The algorithm is shown below. First, a bidder



chooses integer number, denoted by NUMi, from 1 to
10, and set a limit time. Next, a bidder sends p-datai

to a participant selected at random. Participants who
receive the p-datai check the limit time and NUMi.
In case run past the limit time or NUMi equal to 0,
the participant sends the p-datai to the auctioneer; the
other case, the participant subtracts 1 or adds 1 from
NUMi, leaves it, or is set to 0 by restrictive proba-
bility, and sends the price-data to other participant
selected at random. This operation is repeated until
the p-datai is sent to the auctioneer.

But using this method, a participant can see p-datai

of others. Therefore, bidder encrypts a p-datai with a
public key of the auctioneer.

Figure 1B shows an example of p-datai’s path.
In case of sending Wij , it is in the same way that

sending p-datai, since it has same problem. There-
fore, Wij includes a destination of sending. Moreover,
a bidder encrypts a Wij with a public key of a partici-
pant of destination of sending, since a participant who
receives k or more of Wij can restore the account.

3 Procedure

3.1 Selling or Buying Bid

When a participant bids selling or buying bid, the
same procedure is performed. Here is a procedure of
the algorithm.

Step 1: A participant makes M1i and M2i, to use
method of described at preceding section.

Step 2: A participant makes p-datai include M1i,
Bi, and pricei.

Step 3: A participant encrypts the p-datai with a
public key of the auctioneer, and attach NUMi and
time limit.

Step 4: A participant sends the encrypted data to
the auctioneer, to use method of described at preced-
ing section.

Step 5: A participant make wij from aci, to use
method of described at preceding section.

Step 6: A participant makes Wij include M2i and
one of wij .

Step 7: A participant encrypts Wij with a public
key of a participant of destination of sending, and at-
tach NUMi and time limit.

Step 8: A participant sends the encrypted data to a
participant of destination, to use method of described
at preceding section.

3.2 Cancel a previous Bid

When a participant bids cancel bid, the procedure
is equal to Step 1 to Step 4 of selling or buying bid. In
case a participant cancels bid, he uses M1i and M2i

which restored at bid the selling or buying bid and the
value of Bi and pricei is set to 0.

3.3 Auctioneer

Role of the auctioneer in auction is publishes price
distribution which be sent as a p-datai, selects trading
partners, collects pair of Wij and restores a variable
aci of participant whom dealings determined, and re-
lays process between participants. Here is a procedure
of collect pair of Wij and restore a variable aci.

Step 1: The auctioneer selects trading partners
from p-datai, and calculates M2i from SHA algorithm
of M1i of the p-datai.

Step 2: The auctioneer collects Wij of the M2i from
all participants, and order them to delete the Wij .

Step 3: The auctioneer restores a variable aci from
the Wij , to use method of described at preceding sec-
tion.

4 Conclusion

We presented protocol of CPU resource electronic
double auction system among companies. Using this
proposed protocol, identity of bid will not become
clear to the auctioneer and all participants unless k,
that is threshold, or more participants cooperate and
misbehave. Moreover, only selling and buying price
distribution is published to all participants and the
auctioneer.

If the auctioneer collects Wij unjustly, a bidder no-
tices this misbehave since the bidder owns one of his
Wij . Therefore, the auctioneer who has the authority
to collect Wij can not misbehave either.

It should be noted that in a general protocol of elec-
tronic double auction, auctioneer can find out identity
of all bids. A construction of a system using the pro-
posed protocol will be studied in future work.
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